Abstract. With respect to multiple attribute decision making (MaDM) problems in which attribute values take the form of interval grey linguistic variables, a new decision making analysis method is developed. In this paper, we propose the interval grey linguistic variables ordered weighted aggregation (IgLOWa) operator, and then use the Choquet integral to develop the interval grey linguistic correlated ordered arithmetic aggregation (IgLCOa) operator and the interval grey linguistic correlated ordered geometric aggregation (IgLCOga) operator. Those operators not only consider the importance of the elements, but also can reflect the correlations among the elements. Then, we develop an approach to multiple attribute decision making problems with correlative weights which attribute values are given in terms of interval grey linguistic variables information based on those operators. Finally an illustrative example is given to use the method in the range of uncertain multiple attribute decision making. The results show that the method proposed in this paper is feasible.
Introduction
Since Zadeh (1965) introduced the concept of the fuzzy set and Deng (1982) firstly presented the grey system theory, these were well applied in multiple attribute decision making (Bu, Zhang 2002; Chen 1994; Jin, Lou 2004; Luo, Liu 2004; Liu, Jin 2010; Meng et al. 2007; Merigó 2010; Merigó, gil-Lafuente 2011; Wang, Klir 1992; Wang et al. 1996; Wei et al. 2011; Xu 2010; Zhang, Liu 2010; Li 2012; Salmeron, gutierrez 2012; Yin 2012; Zhu, hipel 2012; Baležentis, Zeng 2013) . Multiple attribute decision making (MaDM) has been extensively applied to various areas such as society, economics, management, military, etc. It is well known that the object things are complex and uncertain and human thinking is ambiguous. hence, the majority of multiple attribute decision making is also uncertain and fuzzy, and fuzziness is the major factor in the process of decision making. however, in dealing with the problem of incomplete information caused by poor information, decision-making also demonstrates its greyness. The "fuzzy" means those uncertain factors in the evaluation information which are caused by the fuzziness of human thinking, while the "grey" means that objective uncertainty is caused by the insufficient and incomplete information. Therefore, the "fuzzy" and the "grey" are different concepts, many scholars have studied on the grey fuzzy multiple attribute decision making, which demonstrates not only its fuzziness, but also its greyness.
The research on the grey fuzzy decision making has been widely investigated and applied to a variety of fields. Chen (1994) introduced the concept of the grey fuzzy in detail in his book. Bu and Zhang (2002) presented an approach to transform the grey fuzzy number into the interval number, and then utilized the ranking method of interval number to rank the order of alternatives. Basing on the grey fuzzy multiple attribute decision making in which both the fuzzy part and the grey part are real numbers. Jin and Lou (2004) used the decision making model which utilized the hamming distance to measure the alternatives and utilized the difference between the fuzzy positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution to rank the order. In order to solve the grey fuzzy decision making, Luo and Liu (2004) developed the maximum entropy formulism to determine attribute weight and ranked the order of alternatives based on the linear combination of fuzzy information and grey information. Meng et al. (2007) proposed to present grey degree and fuzzy degree with the interval numbers, and then based on this, the mathematical model of interval valued grey fuzzy comprehensive evaluation was established. at last its application to the selection of the preferred project was given. In many real-life decision making problems, the linguistic variable is easier to express fuzzy information and closer to actual condition, the research on linguistic decision making has got rich achievements (Kacprzyk 1986; Delgado et al. 1992; herrera et al. 1996; herrera, herrera-Viedma 2000; Merigó et al. 2010; Xu 2006 Xu , 2010 Zhou et al. 2008) . Liu and Jin (2010) defined the concept of the interval grey linguistic variable which the fuzzy part and the grey part took the form of the linguistic variable and the interval number respectively, and studied the operation rules and developed the multiple attribute decision making method based on the interval grey linguistic variable. Liu and Zhang (2011) proposed the interval grey linguistic variables weighted geometric aggregation (IgLWga) operator and the interval grey linguistic variables ordered weighted geometric aggregation (IgLOWga) operator and the interval grey linguistic variables hybrid weighted geometric aggregation (IgLhWga) operator, and then suggested a method for solving multiple attribute group decision making based on those operators.
all of the existing grey fuzzy multiple attribute decision making only considers the situation where all the elements in the grey fuzzy set are independent. however, in many practical situations, the elements in the grey fuzzy set are usually correlative. Therefore, we need to find some new ways to deal with these situations in which the decision data in question are correlative. The Choquet integral (Choquet 1953 ) is a very useful way of measuring the expected utility of an uncertain event, and can be utilized to depict the correlations of the decision data under consideration. Yager (2003 Yager ( , 2004a introduced the idea of order induced aggregation to the Choquet aggregation operator and defined an induced Choquet ordered averaging (C-OWa) operator, which allowed the ordering of the arguments to be based upon some other associated variables instead of ordering the arguments based on their values. Tan and Chen (2009) developed the induced Choquet ordered averaging (I-COa) operator and applied it to aggregate fuzzy preference relations in group decision making. Xu (2010) utilized the Choquet integral to propose the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy correlated averaging (IVIFCa) operator and the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy correlated geometric (IVIFCg) operator to aggregate interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy information, and applied them to a practical decision-making problem involving the prioritization of information technology improvement projects.
Motivated by the correlation properties of the Choquet integral, in this paper, we propose some interval grey linguistic variables aggregation operators. The operators not only consider the importance of the elements, but also can reflect the correlations among the elements. To do so, the remainder of this paper is set out as follows. In the next section, we introduce some basic concepts related to grey fuzzy sets and some operational laws of interval grey linguistic variables. In Section 2 we have developed two interval grey linguistic correlated aggregation operators: interval grey linguistic correlated ordered arithmetic aggregation (IgLCOa) operator and interval grey linguistic correlated ordered geometric aggregation (IgLCOga) operator. In Section 3, we have developed an approach to multiple attribute decision making based on IgLCOa operator and IgLCOga operator with interval grey linguistic variables information. In Section 4, an illustrative example is pointed out. In final Section, we conclude the paper and give some remarks.
Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly review some basic concepts to be used throughout the paper.
Definition 1 (Chen 1994): Let ( ) A x  be the fuzzy subset in the space 
The set pair mode is ( ) ( ( ), ( ))
So the grey fuzzy set is regarded as the generalization of the fuzzy set and the grey set.
Definition 2 (Liu, Jin 2010): Let ( ) ( ( ), ( ))
A x A x A x ⊗ ⊗ =   be the grey fuzzy number, if its fuzzy part is a linguistic variable s S α ∈ , where S is a finite and totally ordered discrete term set, and its grey part ( )
The linguistic variable is easier to express fuzzy information, so it is reasonable to utilize the linguistic variables to represent the fuzzy part. While the grey part which indicated the amount of information obtained is described by the interval number, which can truly reflect the information the decision maker obtained. The larger the greyness of the grey part is, the less the obtained information is, and the lower the credibility of the obtained information is, that is, the lower the credibility of the obtained value is, the lower the value of the information is. When the greyness goes up to some extent, it means that the obtained information is useless. On the contrary, the smaller the greyness is, the more the obtained information is, the higher the credibility of the obtained information is, the more credible the obtained value is, the higher the value of the obtained information is.
variables. The continuous ordered weighted averaging (C-OWa, for short) operator which is developed by Yager (2004b) can be usefully applied to aggregate the grey part, the greyness of the grey part would be transformed into a real number, and then the fuzzy part integrates with the grey part. That is to say, the size of the interval grey linguistic variables can get through comparing the size of ( )
can be obtained based on the continuous ordered weighted averaging (C-OWa) operator,
The operation rules of ranking are defined as follows:
The function ρ is denoted as basic unit-interval monotonic (BUM) functions. If ( )
The operation rules of the interval grey linguistic variables are defined as follows:
Definition 3: an IgLOWa operator of dimension n is a function IgLOWa: n Ω → Ω , which has associated a set of weights or weighting vector
, and is defined to aggregate a list of values
,
where there is a permutation such that 
The interval grey linguistic correlated ordered arithmetic aggregation (IGLCOA) operator and the interval grey linguistic correlated ordered geometric aggregation (IGLCOGA) operator
In multiple attribute decision making, the considered attributes usually have different levels of importance, and thus need to be assigned different weights. Some operators have been introduced to aggregate the interval grey linguistic variables together with independent weighted elements, but they only consider the addition of the importance of individual elements. however, in some practical situations, the elements in the interval grey linguistic variables have some correlations with each other, and thus it is necessary to consider this issue. For real decision making problems, there is always some degree of inter-dependent characteristics between attributes. Usually, there is an interaction among attributes of decision makers. however, this assumption is too strong to match decision behaviors in the real world. The independence axiom generally can not be satisfied. Thus, it is necessary to consider this issue. 
If all the elements in X are independent, and we have
Based on Definition 5, in what follows we use the well-known Choquet integral (Choquet 1953) to develop an operator for aggregating the interval grey linguistic variables with correlative weights:
Definition 6: Let m be a fuzzy measure on X, and ( ) ( ) (
the interval grey linguistic correlated ordered arithmetic averaging (IgLCOa) operator, where
is a permutation of ( )
Whose aggregated value is also an interval grey linguistic variable (IgLV, for short). Below, we discuss two special cases of the IgLCOa operator: 
In particular, if 1 ({ }) j m x n = for all 1,2, , j n =  , then the IgLWaa operator (7) reduces to the interval grey linguistic arithmetic averaging (IgLaa) operator:
⊆ , where B is the number of the elements in the set B, 
In particular, if ( )
for all B X ⊆ , then both the IgLCOa operator (6) and the IgLOWa operator (9) reduce to the IgLaa operator.
Definition 7:
Let m be a fuzzy measure on X , and ( ) (
the interval grey linguistic correlated ordered geometric averaging (IgLCOga) operator,
The IgLCOga operator (10) can be transformed into the following form by induction on n:
Whose aggregated value is also an interval grey linguistic variable (IgLV, for short). 
Especially, if
, , , , , , n X x x x =  be the set of attributes and m be a fuzzy measure on X , where
is the attribute value in the attribute set j x with respect to the alternative i a which given by experts and
 is the decision making matrix.
In the following, we apply the IgLCOa operator and the IgLCOga operator to multiple attribute decision making with correlative weights, which attribute values are given in terms of interval grey linguistic variables information.
Step 1. We rearrange the interval grey linguistic variables corresponding to each project in descending order by using the method presented in Section 1.
Step 2. With the IgLCOa operator (6) or the IgLCOga operator (10), we calculate the overall evaluation information corresponding to each project. 
Step 3. We rank the above interval grey linguistic variables by using the method presented in Section 1. The ranking of the alternatives can be gained and the best one can be find out.
Practical example
a practical use of the proposed approach involves evaluating the technological innovation ability of the six enterprises{ , , , , , , S s s s s s s s = = {very poor, poor, slightly poor, fair, slightly good, good, very good}. The problem is ranking the six enterprises based on their technological innovation ability. The evaluation steps used in this paper are proposed as follows: 
The experts evaluate the enterprises ( ) , and give more importance to 1 x and 2 x than to 3 x , but, on the other hand, the experts give some advantage to the enterprises that are good both in 3 x and in either of 1 x and 2 x . Let Step 1. We rearrange the interval grey linguistic variables corresponding to each project in descending order, by using the method presented in Section 1. Supposed that the basic unit-interval monotonic (BUM) function is 2 ( ) y y ρ =, and then the ordering value can be get. 
Step 2. With the IgLCOa operator (13), we calculate the overall evaluation information corresponding to each project. Where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
